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ABSTRACT
'Most speech communication curricula have room for

only three-organizational courses: (1) business and profesSional
speech communicatiop (B and P), usually offered to freshmen and'
ophomore's; (2) an introduction to organizational communication,
presented to sophomores and upper-class students; and (3)a seminar
in organizational communication, foi upper-class.and graduate
students. These courses are prototypes that can provide educators--
with,Some criteria for deciding the .kind of course best suited to
their own curriculum. The first consideration must be the students.
For example, if the students are viewed as proipective employees
unable to cohduct the employment interview, the'B and P course should
be considered. or, if the,..students will be managers or supervisors,
the introductory-course would be more appropriate. Careful
consideration should Also- be given to the selection of textbooks and
the educational backgrotind Of the instructor. The B and P course
could be added to most curricula without major risk, although
additifonai courses, such as' the introductory course, lead to the
emergence of several factors that can be either opportunities or
problems. Before .adding the introdubtory course, the department needs
to determine the extent to which the course should be centered around
speech communication, how it will fit into the' departmental -:and
university'curriculua, the effort it will take to teach the material
fairly, and the qualifications of the faculty. (HOD)
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Introduction

Although much has been written explaining the studyof organizational comMunifar

:cation, few essays describe.organizaelval communication courses, curriculas

Or programs of study in higher education. ucators may be just now incorporating

the nomenclature, concepts, and theories of the -a of study into their own ,

dtud of the discipline of'speech communication, ,but trey are still faced with
,

ask of assessin the impact of organizational communi tion on the teaching

of$sech communication. .'. .

f.' fi. ,

Should the to thing in basic courses be revised? Should a new crq, -

.
rse be

4 added or an Old course be restructured? Are there special features of thi
#

' : '.
,

area to be considered? What are the costs of an organizational communication
.

It

OrograM?While this essa'y, does' not pretend to provide the answers to these

_questions! this. essay is aimed at providing
.

,.

criteria for answering such questions.

,.
.

What .Is It, and Why Teach It.'"
.

. .0'

*.:, - -...

" There are,, two brodd views about what to teach in' an organizational commvi-lt .
% 4 ' ;

4 , , ;"
..,

cation class, One approach teaches students how to apply communication principles
---

,.1, 44d '., ,,,' -.
.

.

and/ors0,11.Sin,an-fii-ganizational context. Instead .of interpersonal communication,t.
. VP

4 r

the Unit is called superior/subordinate relationship; rather than present
, . ...

. ... , A
*

materials 'about.'discussions, the teacher explores committees, conferences, and
, .

small,greup dkdisiOn making, students do not prepAre speeches, they organize

presentations " Students still learn about empathy, agendas, evidence,, etc..,

but they,Uarg.hoW these ,c;;Seepts fit a special context, an organization.
. ,
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A.pec8nd approach, is more concerned about the Communication activities of
.

; an,enti,re system 1 a work group %r departmen, a company, etc.) and less con-
.

%cerned.about the communication skills of an individual member of the system.

Do people get .the informatipn they need? What is the communication climate?

How effective are vertical and horizontal communication channels? What is

the influence oethe grapevine? What is'the imfact of internal and external
.

public relationSprograms? Is the present communication netwoffic appropriate for

the current brganiztional structure? Lessons addressing such questions are.

'aimed at helping the student manage th- communicati of an entire system.L

These two approaches can compli t each other

.
other. Certainly, if all the superiors and sub

. a

and they'can,clash with each
. .

nates learned to communicate

better with each other, the organizational climate would improve, However,
.

the most skilled group decision makers may discover that their organization would

not be helped, in fact would be harmed, if many committees were Part of heir

communication activities.

A recent Newsweek "My Turn" editorial points to the need Tor botA kinds

of training. The author complained about the amount of paper work,.the number of

"useless'" committees, and th:e proliferation of "liaison" personnel in the White,

House. staff. The President was inaccessible, an the turnaround time for

upward communication was too long. to facilitate ;decision *king anaimplementa-

tion. The author suggestesi cutting-the-Whits House 'staff in half. ,The.condi-
..

ons contribt31.6aXto his decision to rebign from his_post as an assistant to
*, '

,

0

theyPresident .for communications!
1 0

\

Thik one page editorial was too short 'to describe the producers' of the Kate

House .problem. Increasing the information,l1rocessing"demands of individual§ its

a system should be accompanieTby skii13'training (the firbt approach) to, increase

N.the information processing'capacity:oft,hose individuals.; certainly eh -training
4 v

'
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. 0, .- ..
I should he available to members as they enter such a system. On the gther hand,
:

,

. . -
. .

the flow of information may b poorly planned, and managers may need to reconsiderr,..
the overall design of the system (the second approach). A combination of both

(I

N
q.,

Approaches to teaching is probably needed.
.:.,

Educators recognize the problems of the Presidential assistant..., The

businessNif education is information prodessing.% Most white collar business is

involved, almost exclusively, with a constant stream of memos, meetings, inter-

views telephone calls, etc. 'Poratalid Rubinreport that over' half of the current

United States Gross National'Product is derivel from the production, processing

\

and distribution of information; "information workers ."earned 53% of all the

labor income in, 1967.7 The United States is "on the edge of becoming ah informa-

2
tion econotly.

A'

Why teach orization communication? I

We serve studehts in any major by

training them in increasingly important skills. We serve our own majors by

training them for hop-teaching jobs. We serve our departments by providing

more course hours.. We serve 'the discipline by expanding the dpmain. We also
.

serve society'and organizations in general by providing identifiable solutions
r

to identifiable problems. It is little wpnder .that Downs and Larimer reported

that one of the pripciple reasons for teaching such courses is because they are

in demand.
3

How.to.Design 'the'Course

e

Mostspeech communication curriCulums only have room for three organizational

communication courses: 1) Business and Professional Speech Communication (B&P),
0

//'usually offered' to freshman and sophmores; 2) an Introddotion to OrgenizationaL

Commuriica ion, presented to sop} pores and upper,classmerwanp 3) q Seminakin.

Organizational Communication, for upperclassmen and graduate students. qome

0.
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programs, of course, offer several seminars (e.g. Seminar in Organizational Com-',.
,

munication Research Methods, Organizational Communication Training, etc.), but

esuch, programs are the exception and usually require the student to have completed

the other courses before Attempting the seminars. The,three more common.

courses, B&P, Introduction and Seminar, are prototypes which can provide educators '

.

with some criteria 'for deciding the kind of course best suited to their own

curriculum.

The first'consideration must be the students. Who will be taking the course?

If.you view your stbdents as prospective employees unable to conduct the enploynent

interview,-perform as member of a:decision-making group, present their ideas

before a small audience, etc., the B&P course is what you should consider. Such

skills are a necessary prerequisite for performing on the job and in the'other

two types of classes. tSuch courses are the sine quanon of professional- programs

across tha university. If-your department oes not offer such a course, it

will be part of another department's curriculum. Rather than 'a BUjineis School

requiring studente'to take your B&P course, the Business SChool (or School of

Public Admi4istration, Educational Administration, Health.Administration,,etc.)

will offer their own course in ."Business Communicativi."

Your'audienc:e ahalysiemay lead you to' believe prOppective..ptudents will

,,managers or supervAors. Axe thestudents aiming at positions which would
.

allow/require them to make decisions whose, primary consideration is the communi-.
- '4 '

cation Of t4e unit they,man6ge? If the answer to this question is no, design.
4

the B&P course. More often, the answer is yes.p you need the Introductory course.

The Introductory' co se is.the most difficult to design since the design is con-
,

tiAgent on the availability of tHe BgP or other. skills courses and the Prospects for

.a subsequent Siaminar'course.

S.
e
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A Seminar course is for your own majors and minors and for students interested

in positions whose major responsibility is the management of communication. Such

students are interested in-public 2elations,.personnel,'t;aining, marketing,

counseling, consulting, research and developpent, and even computer sciences

AlthoTh this type of course will stiI.1 teach skills, the training will be in

research and decision-making skills. L.,

The most difficult course toy design is the 'Introductory course. The B &P

course and the Seminar course are:polar_opposites. The B&P course will feature

one part theory to every three parts .df performance skills, but the Seminar will

most likely contain three parts theory to one part skill, Even under ideal

circumstances, the Inti.oductory course will demand the greatest planning, to

Choose just the right mix of theory and skill.
. ._,4..

A=The Business, kand Professional course is'training in fensive skills. Thel..,....

)

:students should be able,to get into the organil6tion and be algle to protect

from the communicttion of the organization. The content; in thesethemselves

courses is usually about very' §pecific contexts' (e.g. eM5loyment ihtervieUs, memos,

quarterly reports, etc.) in which the-'

behaviors Speech communication is an

instructortcan_prescribe the appropriate

observable phenomenon, and the students

le to )readily grasp the pragmatic implications of what is taught.
. .

.

:should be

Like the basic course, the B&P course is usually:taughtfrom a, deductive
4

S' *.

Pe7pective. Principles'gre explained, but-these presCriptions cannot be err--

pTeciated without practice and the opportunity to discover.applications. Simu-
-'., --

,i
lations and experiential activities are helpful if there is some external control.

I;
I.

That is, 'the more the 'students can be restricted by the instruction or the

directions to the aptkvity, the more likely they are to deduce the appropriate

behavior:-4

The Seminar course is a sharp Oantrast to the B &P" course. Since students

are mo/eknowledgable, disassiOns,'simulations and experiences may have less
4
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external control. .Students know enough to induce. The instructor can learn as

much as the student.
1

.
, .

Seminar content is more general and abstract than'the other two'courses. .

,

C.
The focus is more macroscopic, taking in the organization as a communicator.r

.11

Analysis, synthesis and creativity are the objectives. Remember, students in this

coursewill be expected to take the offensive in planning in organization's

communication; they, must be.given the opportunity to play quarterback.

The difficulty in designing an Introductory course, is reflected in the

textbooks available for such a couise. 'Textbooks are most often the codification

of matel''ial and techniques that authors have found useful when teaching their

own courses; This insight into the wri.ting.pf textbooks enables an educator

to review not only a text but a method of teaching; the educator's task is to

match content and method to audienc e. The choosing or the text is a microscopic

view at the design of the course, and the following cursory 'review is intended to

rsflect the most common decision points in both selecting the text and designing

1

the course.

Organizational Communication: Sehevibral'Perspectives by.Koehler, Anatol

5
and Applebaum has much to recommendit, It covert essential ontent and provides,

the prospective manager with several ways of evaluating organizational behavior.
.

:Theie are eight chapters before the authors focus op cOmmunrOatiOn.behaviors,
'Y

chapters nine and ten could be found in a good, Business and Professional text,

chapter elevh. is an excellent preientaticn of decision making styles and the

e4
last chanter, twelve, is about the Social psychology of conflict. The text ,is

'

moo.

similar to texts on orginlzational behavic used in sine professional:schools.
CA

If stlidents were well schooled in the study 6 communication and if there were

CO.

ample tine for loosely structured discussion, this twit presents the kind of material

that udents coati use to- find the organizational applications to the Material'

have already learned. Students will lemon more about theories of management/

4
4,
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t.

.

t'',. .

,

organization and less ab9ut theories of communication from this'text.

I did not adopt this text for use in my Introductory course at my university:

My students still need an appreciation for the uniqueness of sieech communi-

cation, and, this ttxt would muddy the waters. FelloW faculty (members of the

Curriculum Committee) and administrators would see a dupliCation of effort
./1

between my Introductory course and courses in Organizational Psychology, Organi-

zational Sociology, or Organizational behavior if I employ this text.' .my

course and my department iiistill faced ,with an identity problem across my

university. 1 rejected the text liecause it would not assist in creating the

impression than I am teaching something 4fferent that what is taught elsewhere.
4.

You may not have this problem.

Identifying the content as com4nication,is not the problem in Communicatioh:

the Process of Organizing by Bonnie McDaniel Johnsbn.6 The first unit is a

'profound and sophisticated explanation of a well deNieloped model of organizational

communication; the book ,is admirable in that the model becomes the design ,for

. the book. The two remaining. units elaborate the model and explain fairly

precise applications. For students who are well schooled in theory or for students

who have only been exposed to theories of communication, a course using this text

is the opportunity to apply what has been learned. .

I did not adopt this text either. The principle consideration was the

nature of our undergraduate Program. A student enrolling in the Introductory

Course in my department will probably have completed our Business and Professiopal
.

(BO) course, the' introduction to interpersonal communication and the small

group dismission course; theseare.ail courses with a heavy skills ehphasis.

Although students have been exposed to theories, they are not sophisticated

enough to digest the first unit of Johnson's text without_ considerable extra

effort on.My part. What is morel, major portions'of the last two units would

hevery redundant. The nature of. my department's curriculum mphibits adoption;



/

Lf our lower level courses .had a heavy theory emphasis or if we considered an

upper level alternative to our B&P. service course, the text' might be readily

4.

1&:lopted.

Since I do want to spend an equal portion of time to theory and skills, I

aso rejected Organiations: An. Information Systems Perspective by Knight and

MCDanial and Comiunicatill and Or anizin by Farace, Monge and Russell.
7

Nar-

rowing the content of ether book to particular skills would be a disservice to

the content in bath text the time and effort,I could spend ire designing ex-
o

1
periential acti itieswo .be a cost compounded by the loss of material in

-r

both texts. These. texts wa rant open 'and inventive discussion. 'I use them in

.my Seminar.

Because the content is c unieetion centered, because the transitions from

','theory to skills and skills to theory are more compatible with my curriculud, and

because a fair presentation of e material can be accomplished with a moderate

amount of effort, the. text I Cho was Goldhaber's Organizational Communication.
8

The second edition of the text in ludes more materials relevant to my undergraduate

audience. The.text contains a good deal of research material also. This means

that it can be used,for-practioners or for analysts and researchers of organizational

communication. She flexibility is welcome.

This textbook review is certainly not comprehensive and was presented only

.
. . *

to 'demonstrate what one must consider when deSigning an Introductory course.
,

*.

, -,My dawn observations were about the suitability of these texts and the types 4'
_

of courses they imply for my university, a large state institution with diver-
.

ified undergraduate offerings.
, All of the texts reviewed are. good. texts,

but they must be carefully matched to the educational environment.

One last consideration is ortant. Alt ough most could teach a BCP

course without an extensive ed cational baCkgioUnd,'everyone cannot teach the
,

J

-0
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Introductory course or the Seminar course. Some of the texts I have just mentioned
#

may be too sophisticated .for the teacher Oho will teach the -course.

teacher would be confused by the material; the students will be more

If the

confused.

Before deciding on a particular design for the Introductory course, there-
.

fore, ask yourself the following questions; 1) to what extent should the course be

centered around speech OommuniCation; 2) how will this course fit into the

departmental-and university curriculums 3) how much effort will it take to

teach the material fairly; and 4) how qualified are faculty. the answers to

these questions are wide ranging: One educator I know is using what"T regard

as an Introductory text in a BO course, and yet another is designing a graduate

Seminar around a text we just .reviewed for our BO course! Your ansofers to the

questionS iri this pafagraah will structure what can appear to be a confusing

situation.. - a.
:

Special Features and Special Problems of Proorawreve,lopment

The Business and Professional course couldbe added to most curriculums

without major risk. Taking the step toy add on 'an Introductory course, however,

legds to the emergence'of several factors which can be opportunities or problems.

Four of these double edged Swords will be explained.'

The tea of an Introductory course will-affect the remai nder of the

speech communication curriculum. Introductory courses will have'a large dose

of content from a behaVioral science perspective. Students will ask for more Of

this content- If the curriCulum alieady contains such courses(Interpersonal

\

an 'Small Group Communication, Persuasion, Communication Theory, etc.), the

affect of the new course will be nominal;:mentiOning the organizational context

is genftally part of these courses' anyway. If the curriculum is steeped in a

traditional rhetoric aid public address content, some compromise between of-
.

, ,
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ar

fering new courses or including behavioral. science units seems warranted. A

curriculum which appears polarized serves no one.

10

Integrating new Material throughout a curriculum is not a new problem. In
A

most' cases when a department Advertises for.a teachdr of organizaiidnal communV

.cation, the faculty has considered the affect such courses would have on existing

courses of study. If some self assessment does not preceed the decision to develop

an organizational communication program, the gains in students wi11 more than be

offset by faculty splits and student cliqUes. The deion to develop.a program

must invo \ve the faculty because-of the effect such a program could have op the

rest of the curriculum.

A common activity in an Introductory or Seminar course is student field

research. Students, individually:or in'groups, may choose or/Cie required to

gather. data about the communication behavior, of an organization. Assuming that

the projects are directed by a qualified in;troctor, the activity provides students'

with a unique integrat,lonof theory, riteArch and practice. From the project

data &about their own communication. activities, client organizatione can move

to improve their communication

of my own graduate Seiinar has

lead to greater visibility for

lations benefits are enormous.

(nearly SO of the studies conducted.0,part,

produced such changes). Such projects often

the department on 'the caTpus. The public re-

These are several problems associated with administering such projects.

The tejacher of a course which' includes such a project mustlbe an experienced

research and familiar with a variety of researCh techniques. 'Although the

Introductory course Is not a research methods course, the insttuctor must be

prepared to teach, enough methods to explain to the students the:procedures-they

will use. If the projects Are assigned to:individuals and not groups, several

interviews between 9tudents and teachers are often necessary. If you do,not.haVe

the time, energy or knowledge to prepare these extra lessons, you should not

f .

r"--
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require Such an assignment. A poorly done project is worse than no project at

if you are seriously considering development of an entire course of study,
0

you will'inevitably consider intern.programs. Internships are to preprofessfonal

program what student teaching is t&education programs. They are an opportunity

f6r 'the student of speech 'coMmunication to practice,,,inthe "real world", what

has been-Adarned.- 'Again, the educational and public relations benefits are

great, and, again, the problems are time and energy.

Konsky provides'an excellent introduction to internships in the ACA Bulletin,

anit is notmy purpose to re- explain that.work.
9
, One should be forwarned

of the hidden costs of such a pro.geam, and t can provi-4e some firsthand know-

ledge of them from our\own two year, old program. -

The benefits to an'intern progtam will only emerge if quality students are. .0

/. ..- . % -

the ones being prlaceqpian organizations for assignments equivalent to them, to
2 ,--. ..

0

tot
six hours qt academic wtitk, Some quality students may be rejected for assignment.

- because they do notposdess-,, ,the particular skills needed for the job which are
at

,

available. This means thatknot everyoile who applies for'' internship should be or

be approved or placed. °Whatever screening processa depattment adopts must
o

be specific enough tb prevent theimilression of,a clique of most-favored students.

Specifying the procedures insures fairness in application, approval and placement.
. .

As Konsky points out, each student needi a faculty supervisor who'Will

meei with the student-many times, often weekly,'througout.the semester. Students
-. ,

need these meetings to clarify misynderstandAgs, to reinforce the appropriate*

aspects of speech communication dontentto obtain advice on completing the 1'

projedtand wrieng a final report, to vent frustrations, and to in'dulate them-
%.-

Jselves from any negative aspects of the climate existing in the client organize-
)

tion. The facultptsupervisor needs these meetings to insure quality performInce.

,For the faculty pember, the energy is.similat to amount' fused direct .ng a

rigorous indepehdent study project.f
Ts

4



Someone must cocrrdinate the program. ,This- involves contacting prospective

client Organizations, assigning students to faculty supervisors, preparing and

storing the paperwork necessary to insure.standardi, conducting workshops,

acting as the arbiter in difficult situations,and evaluating the efforts of

faculty and clients to guarantee lntinued success. The larger the intern

program, the more time needed to accomplish these tasks.

Unless some release time from other teaching and/or academic responsibilities

can be obtained, an intern program iwll collapse'under the weight of its own

success. When a department considers an internship program is must have some

idea about how these release hours can be made available. Without this plan-

.-
ning, fapulty supervisors and intern coordindtors will reduce theirwn performance

.

standards to accommodate an already heavy load. ,Students wliao can shoose intern
s .

-J. .. ,

work from either their major or. minor will not choose such work from'your de-
r

partment. Teachers who explain the methods of reducing overlbad, the teachers
. .

involved in a intern program, ought to'plan for a apethod of reducing their own

load.

To be successful any, academic innovation requires the support of the

entire faculty, including'thcee educators not directly involved in the planning

or implementation of the inn

r 6

ion. Such support is not possible if facqty.at\
4

are not.informed. Keeping e informed means more than an occassional
.-----

memo and often requires a major effort at faculty development.

Unless some release time front other teach rig and/or academic responsibilities

can be obtained, an intern program*Will collapse under the weight of its own

.

success. When a department considers an internship program it must have some
.4

idea about how these release hours can be .made available. ,Without this planning,

faculty supervisors and intern coordinators will.reduce t.he4r own performance

standards to Accommodate an already.heavy,pad. Students who can choose intern

141,,
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work from either their major or minor will not choose such work froM your.
department. Teachers who explain the methods of reducing overload, the teachers

involved, in'a intern program,' ought to plan for a method of reducing the. own

load.

To be successful'any academic innovation requires the support of the

enitre faculty, including tho40.se educators not directly involved, in the'planning

on implementation of the innovation. Such support is not possible if faculty

are not informed. keeping everyone informed means more than an Otcassion-al
,

1
.

..
.

w

mdmo and often requires a major effort at faculty development. What is organi--

zational communication? Why are the speech-communication students interested

in-any company? *at is a communication intern? How does your new program

work? Is this ,a new major? What does any of this have to do with speech

communication? your department will appear to be fragmented unless all the,

.fatulty pm answer these gpestions, and "keeping current" requires both

individual and collective effort.

Uow does the individual-learn aboutteachIng organizational communication?

A first step"is, to conduct your own review of texts about this content. The

tanks mentioned in this essay are an excellent staiting.point.

, r
Ourprofessional associatdins' normally contain interest groups or divisions

which present workshops for editctors aid trainers. Special attention should

be giVen to the activities of the Applied. Commtyni- cation Section of the Speech

Communication Association and the Organizational Communication Division (Divi-
'

sion IV) of the International,CommUracation Association. Both groups annually

1 I
plan workshops for educators with;differil)g levels of experience. .

4

Organizational Commun ication Abstracts, unde r the emspicet.of ICA and the

American Business Comiunidation Association,, is a-review of materials prodtced

over the preoeldiugflyea. Thetour completed volumes, available from ICi,,
4 .1:

I5
1

'

, 1 r
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review materials frrt 1974 throuqh 1977.
10

Much of the organizational com-

munication literaturS published before

1111r4
but the Abstracts review only one year

extensive literature search and review

. taxonomy."

14

. )
19.74 is `reviewed by Carter in one volume,

's material per volume, conduct a more

, and organize the material under a useful.

.
-

"Skill Improvement and Training in Organizational Communication," is a

.10

plassification, employed in the Abstracts, which should interest educators.

Books, dissertations, articles, papers, and reports are reviewed; topics
.

include training methods, media, needs, and resources. A search`
I

4
though these Abstracts and consequent retrieval of some primary sources is a

convenient way of not only 'learning about organizational communication, but

ario learning about -the latest developments in education.

Departmental efforts at faculty development should include several initial

workshops to help faculty orient to th, new content. These initial meetings

should include a detailed description of any speciatprogram features (e:g..

interps4ps procedures). After the initial effort, there is still a need to

update, and this need can usually, be satisfied-through annual workshops similar

to those conducted for updating developments in a basib course.
s J

To what extent can you or doyou want to=alter the non-organizational'

(communication curriculum ?. Do yoU have faculty qualified or.prepared to supervxse
' ....''

. . .

student field research projects ?. How can yciu obtain the release -time needed

to encourage an intern'program? How can the department assist in faculty' develop-

ment
,

? Thede questions need answers before you decide to develop a full program.'

Amy.innovation in a disciplifre creates a good deal ofanxietyas educators-
,

A Final'Note

.0.11'dacholars',stiuggle'to adapt to change. Adaptation requires a reassessment

.
.

the status quo anortherefore, recurring conflict substantive issues with.

-

...
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I academie ri90 and disciplinary dilutibn (pollution?0, issues linked to the

II

15

identity of the discipline. .The-4nxiety' endered from such conflict shourff-
.

,,..

. - .. . A
not come a surprise, and as .a didcipline enters periods of revitalization, the

. _

anxiety ill increase beCause the frequency of. the conflict will increase.

The a et-native is decay.

Anxiety of thin sort may be amplified by our own feelings of inferiority.3 ' .
4 '

Af erall, what doen , a speech teacher know about organizational behavior?
i

,

t

ducing this anxiety is a simple taskand may be accomplished in several

ways,

Select any management text which deals with organizational_behavior.

In most cases any chapters dealing with communication will be very familiar.

Topics will include the Ase of language (levels of abstraction), the Johari

window, and speed preparation. Most units on decisidn making will probably

begin with the effective thinking process. Chances are good for finding

.a full chapter deVoted to listening. Schools of management are now discovering
a

either contents or methods Which have been part of our discipline forosomdtime.

4.
A different revelation is proveded when organizational behayior texts in

other socital sciences (pdychology, sociology, etc.) are explained. Wien any

portions of these'bOoks approaches the pragmatic asPettS-6f-hat is, offeried

about communication, eithenits similar .to the management texts 'will be pre -
'4..

6sented or euphemism such as "behavior".and "interaction" will be'used'ta-meen
I

speech. Although these texts may present very sophisticated explanations. of
4

several ispects of human behavior, the explanations of speech communication will

seem simple, often trite, to an educator of speech communication.,

Although other disciplines may contain "schools 'of thought" perspectives,

that ereploysome admirable and for reading theories or methods of analyzing ,

communication and although there are communication scholars in other disciplines,

.

Si

6
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those who know the most about speech communication are in spdech cominunication

What is more, those who know the most about; teaching it are also in this discipline.

Discoveries of tt4s sort occur during the fist teaching experiences.

Young teadheys are amazed that they know as much asthey know; the challenge of

teaching the material was the catalyst ior the revelation. ,A similar discovery

awaits the educator who is contemplating the teaching of-organizational communi-
-.

cation.
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